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Erie, Indiana is crime-free for the first time since heiress Katherine, aka Katz, and her cats moved

into town. Everyone is at peace until domestic harmony is disrupted by an uninvited visitor from

Brooklyn. Why is Katzâ€™s friend being tracked by a NYC mob? Meanwhile, ex-con Stevie Sanders

wants to go clean, but ties to dear old Dad (Erieâ€™s notorious crime boss) keep pulling him back.

Murder, lies, and a million-dollar theft have Katz and her seven extraordinary cats working on

borrowed time to unravel a mystery. Enjoy this cozy, stand-alone novel, or learn more about these

amazing characters by exploring the first book in their series, â€œThe Cats that Surfed the Web.â€•
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Just finished The Cats That Stole a Million. I couldn't put it down. I've enjoyed every single book in

this series. I love everything about it - the mysterious pink mansion, giving up secrets in each

installment - the great cast of characters, with all their quirks - and especially every one of the cats.

Karen Ann Golden weaves a wonderful story. I can't wait for the next book in this series.

These books are an easy read and the stories are great. Once you start, you don't want to put it

down. Katherine inherits a mansion and millions of dollars from a relative that she never heard of.



She moves to Indiana to live in the pink Victorian mansion. The inheritance also includes a

cat.Along with her own cats, (plus ones added in previous stories) they help protect Katherine. Two

of them also have a bizarre dance when a murder is about to happen. Is Katherine in danger? Who

is going to be murdered? The cats are also keptocats. They like to steal things and hide them in the

bottom of a chair. These clues usually help to solve the mysteries. Katherine new husband (a

college professor) goes out of town to give a lecture. Kat is left at home when a violent snowstorm

hits the area. An old friend from New York makes it through the storm and ends up on her doorstep.

What is this person doing here? What kind of trouble did she bring with her? Once her boyfriend is

shot to death in the street in front of Kat's house and then she disappears, Kat is terrified. Will the

murderers come back? What happened to her friend? Where is Kat's husband?He has checked out

of his hotel and she doesn't know why or where he is? What is happening? Kat is snowbound and

doesn't have the answers.Read the book to find out the rest of the story.

Here again, Karen Anne Golden gives us another gift. This is a wonderful story filled with suspense

and murder! It was difficult to put my Kindle to sleep at night when I read in bed with my 3 cats

snuggled up to me. Katz (the main character) seems to unwittingly invite very scurrilous characters

and in this case it is the Russian Mob who wreak havoc on everyone they come into contact with

especially Katz and her cats. I was on pins and needles throughout. When it is difficult to put your

Kindle in sleep mode you know you are hooked into reading chapter after chapter. I finished this

book last night and found myself wishing that there were another of these Cozy Cat Mysteries ready

for me to read. I guess I will just have to wait like everyone else. Karen Anne Golden treats her

readers like Gold with every installment. This was number 7 in the series and I look forward to the

next. Congratulations Karen. Well done!

THE CATS THAT STOLE A MILLION the 7th book by Ms. Golden the cats are up to there feline

ways. They know somethings up. Murder and Mayhem lurks about in the town of Erie, Indiana. As

Katz and Jake fix the pink mansion they think it's attracting bad things. Over the years things have

happened. Bizarre to say the least.The plot thickens when Stevie Sanders does something which

will shock you. Katz can't even believe it. Soon she finds herself helping him, but he does the

same.As Katz tries to figure out all the little things that were happening, she just knows something

isn't right. It all seems strange. Plus her little sneaky gremlins have found something and she's

knows things are really bad.Edge of your seat exciting. I love this series. Always so much fun with

the cats. Fun quirky and oh so sweet. Must read!



I'm giving this book an 8. Would have been a 10, but was just a tad unbelievable.I love the series as

a whole. Especially the antics of the cats and how sassy they can be. I once lived with 9 cats , sadly

they have all gone to the Rainbow Bridge, most were rescues. I now have another rescue part

Siamese who is a real porker. She is a brat when she wants something. Usually treats or her

dinner!Her name is Sushi.Don't stop writing . You and Jake. And the kids are my absolute favorites.

I have read all the books, can't wait for #8. Thank you for being our friend.Liz

I literally went through these books in a week! I enjoyed them so much! Such an enjoyable series!

The heroine's relationship with her cats melted my heart! The writing is excellent, and the characters

are loveable. The cats are such fun! Ms Golden's descriptive ability is great- I found myself picturing

the house, the cats and the rooms! Love this series.

I love this series of books. Karen Golden is a very good writer who keeps the story going in such a

way that it is hard to put it down. Then when you come to the end of the book you are looking for the

next one in the series right away! I have now finished all of the books in this series and am

anticipating getting the next one!

I loved this book, in fact I loved loved all the books in this Series. I love all the Cats in the story, but

what I love the most is when she crosses her r us and sticks her tongue out. How ADORABLE.

Book kept me on edge wondering what was going to happen next. Karen is an excellent Author.
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